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Welcome

Thank  you  for  choosing  iSenseLabs  Services .  This  guide  

i s  intended  to  share  al l  the  important  information  that  

you  want  to  consider  before  putt ing  your  eCommerce  

project  plan  into  action .  



1 .  Domain  name  

Here  are  some  things  that  we  would  assume  you  already  

have  already  know  before  going  for  a  custom  eCommerce  

project  quote .  Sti l l  worth  mentioning .  

2 .  Hosting  provider  

Once  you  are  sure  what  you  will  be  doing  and  how  you  will  be  naming  

your  company  i ts  best  to  check  and  see  i f  this  domain  name  is  

available .  For  instance  i f  you  are  planning  to  sell  shoes  and  you  want  to  

call  your  company  Yellow  Ribbon ,  you  might  check  i f  this  domain  

name  is  available  and  purchase  i t .  I f  the  " .com "  is  already  taken  you  

might  look  for  alternative  domain  endings .

Choosing  a  hosting  partner  has  a  lot  to  do  with  your  vision  of  the  

business .  You  can  start  with  a  budget  hosting  and  then  scale  i t  as  the  

business  grows .  Popular  budget  solutions  are  GoDaddy ,  FastComet ,  

Arvixe .  Bigger  and  more  established  providers  include  DigitalOcean ,  

Amazon  AWS .  I f  you  are  unsure  about  whats  r ight  for  your  business  you  

can  always  consult  with  your  OpenCart  Partner  developer  company .



Write  down  all  the  project  specif ications  on  a  text  

document  and  format  it

We  always  recommend  clients  to  put  all  the  info  they  need  in  a  single  

text  document .  In  this  way ,  nothing  gets  lost  +  i t  contains  all  the  

information  on  one  place .  Also  i f  there  are  any  issues  or  something  is  

dubious  you  can  always  refer  to  the  document  as  a  settl ing  ground .

Choose  the  right  partner  to  build  your  project

Don 't  just  be  driven  by  the  f igures .  Always  research  the  company  

before  going  forward  with  someone .  See  i f  the  company  is  an  OpenCart  

Partner ,  check  their  products ,  publications  (blog ) ,  social  media  and  

rating .  See  what  the  community  shares  about  them  and  i f  they  have  a  

testimonial  section  where  you  can  check  what  previous  clients  think .

Before  you  begin



Project Overview

GENERAL 

INFORMATION



Project overview is a great way for the development company, taking on your 
project, to get an immediate idea of what you are trying to build. 

The components for a successful overview are: 

Brief introduction of your business, your sector and your competition

Example of store designs that you like 

Shipping and Payment gateways information (how you are going to 
process orders and ship them)

Example of store functionality that you want/like 



Brief Introduction

|"I sell tailored dresses to over 30 English 
speaking markets and 

I want to expand my business to Spanish 
clients. "

"I have an eCommerce project idea. Are you 
available to discuss it on Skype?"

iSense Comment: The opening statement is very clear and 
straight to the point

iSense Comment: The opening statement does not give 
any information whatsoever on what the client wants to 

build



Specific store designs

|"I take aspiration from Etsy's easy checkout 
and Besbuy's filtering"

"See amazon.com and etsy.com"

iSense Comment: The opening statement is very clear and 
straight to the point

iSense Comment: The opening statement is very general 
and should be refined



Visualizing functionality

|"I would like to be able to have a meters calculator 
just like competitorsite.com. It works like x and y 

but I need you to add z as well"

"You can view the functionality here: 
sitename.com" 

iSense Comment: The example is too general in this case. 
The more specific the better

"I have created a short video that walks you 
through the integration that I want taken 

from my competitor sitename.com"

or



Shipping and Payment

|"I will be using Stripe to process my credit 
card transaction and Shipstation for shipping 

them"

"I want the same shipping and payment 
options as amazon.com" 

iSense Comment: The example is too general in this case. 
The more specific the better

"I want to process orders with PayPal and 
also accept credit card payments (not sure 
which provider) and for shipping I will use 

xyz"

or



Wrap up

This is just the projet overview so try to be succint yet objective. Imagine that this 
is a case study paper or a publication. By reading the intro you are able to get a 
very broad yet accurate picture of what the client wants. You will be able to go 

into details in the following sections.



Project Overview

STORE 

DESIGN



Your store theme design is one of the most important aspects of your online 
presence. Starting fresh you have 3 options to consider:

1. Use a custom theme

2. Use the default OpenCart theme

3. Create an unique store design



W W W . I S E N S E L A B S . C O MDefault OpenCart 2.x theme
The default OpenCart theme looks quite 

 universal and can be easily customized. It is free 
and compatible with all extensions, shipping 
methods and whatever you want to put on. 

Free 

Compatible with third party modules 

Easy to customize and build upon 

Great to start and work with 

Needs work in order to stand out 

Some styles need polishing 

Mobile version needs work 



W W W . I S E N S E L A B S . C O MCustom Theme Custom themes look very polished. They often 
offer many customization options and make your 
store look more refined. Usually themes also offer 

different theme options which are pre-defined 
store layouts.

Cost between $10 - $99 

Look great and quite modern 

Easy to start with. Store should be 
resembling the theme layout 

Have plenty of extra functions 

Problems with third party modules 
Sometimes quite heavy and cumbersome 

Requires additional work if you want 
modifications



W W W . I S E N S E L A B S . C O MCustom Design Custom design makes your store stand out. It 
gives you the flexibility to create exactly what you 

want and lay out things the way you want.

Cost varies 

Looks the way you want 

Full flexibility 

Everything can be built and structured as 
you wish 

For optimal effect you need a designer 

Takes more time  



1. If you go with the default OpenCart theme clients want minor changes. 
In this case there is probably no need to hire a designer. Just list all the 
changes that you want to do and this would work just great 

2. If you go with a custom theme you are more or less good to go. Change 
a color here or there, add or remove a widget and you are all set. 

3. If you go for custom build themes, clients usually get a designer who 
conceptualizes all the work that needs to be built and sends a refined
version that gets charged based on the designs + functionality.

 
Once you have chosen which path to take (from the options presented 

above) it is best to see if you would need any design help. Usually in our 
work see the following trends: 



General info about store 
preferences and specifics 

STORE  

SPECIFICS



Next, we recommend to include information for the project based on:

OpenCart version compatibility (example: Modules should be compatible to 
OpenCart 2.3.0.1)

Theme compatibility (example: Modules should be working with XYZ theme)

Multi-lingual and Multi-store (example: Modules should be compatible to 
my store languages (English and German)). Multi-store functionality is not 
needed.

Third-party compatibility (example: Module should be compatible to XYZ 
module)



Front-end, visuals and
what clients will see

MODULE 

FUNCTIONALITY



Modules consist of front-end and back-end. It is important to divide the two parts in  
order to communicate the requirements better. Let`s start with what is important 
for the front-end first. It is very important to explain each step as you go through 

the user story.

1. Mention the page the module needs to appear: 
(example home page, category page, product page)

2. Pinpoint exactly where you want to have it (example: 
see the screenshot on the right) Use arrows to draw 
attention

3. Give more information on how it should look like 
 (example: blue button which will say "Ask for quote") 

4. Give more information on how it should 
function (example: Once clicked, the button should expand and 
show two fields and a button) 

5. If you have any specific requirements about the styles 
(example color #FFFFFF, font Helvetica) 



Once you are done explaining the visuals on one of the pages, repeat the same of the other 
pages the module would be shown. If the module has functions like in the example we need 

to specify these. Here is another example as continuation of the previous one.

1. Mention what happens once the button is 
clicked (example: pop up appears)

2. Go through every field and explain where it comes 
from (example: see the screenshot on the right) Use 
arrows to draw attention

3. Say what should happen when the user clicks the 
button (example: the user receives a success message - 
Specify the message) 

4. If there are any changes of how the form looks or 
behaves on mobile device make sure to illustrate this 



Back-end, functionality and
what admins see

MODULE
FUNCTIONALITY 2



Now that we have covered the front-end visuals, it is part for the back-end admin. This is the 
place where the admin can change the module's functionality as well as collect data (if 

applicable) on how user interacted with it.

1. List all module's functions (example: Assign to 
category, assign to product, enable on)

2. Once you list all functions make sure to assign them 
corresponding options (example: product options will 
have three states show 0, show price, show original)

3. Briefly explain how each function differs (show 0 
triggers when the product price is equal to 0) 

TIP. It is always a good idea to see the admin of another 
module and try to anchor your ideas around it 

 TIP. If it is difficult to do this, you can always ask for help from your development team 



Tips on choosing payment
and shipping methods

Payment and
Shipping



Payment and shipping are quintessential to running an online business. Here are a few 
guides to help you choose your payment and shipping methods.

1. Start by checking if the payment and shipping method of choice 
are already part of the OpenCart core (you can find a list of 
integrated Payment/Shipping providers in the OpenCart admin)

2. Check the OpenCart Marketplace (if you can't find the 
payment/shipping provider check the OpenCart Marketplace)

3. Run a Google Search (sometimes payment/shipping providers 
have their integrations on Github or on their sites. All the info is a 
search away) 

4. Get in touch with your Payment/Shipping provider (reach out to 
the payment/shipping provider of choice and ask them if they have 
an existing OpenCart integration) 

5. Get in touch with an OpenCart Partner (if there isn't an avaialble 
integration make sure to get in touch with an OpenCart Partner to 
enquire about custom developing it for you)



1. Make sure that they have developer documentation 
and an API (you can get in touch with them and ask 
about that)

2. Make sure that the documentation is in the language 
that the Partner speaks 

3. Payment/Shipping Gateway features can be 
overwhelming - make sure to pinpoint the exact features 
you want to have (most often you wouldn't exactly need 
all the features that the provider has to offer so make 
sure to select the ones that need to be integrated in your 
cart) 

If the Payment/Shipping gateway of choice is not available for OpenCart just yet, here is a list 
of the important information to provide to your OpenCart Partner of choice



To Sum Up:

Make  a  doc ,  txt ,  google  docs  or  any  other  text  f i le  where  you  

wil l  f i l l  in  al l  of  the  info    

Write  a  project  overview

Describe  your  design  and  module  specif ics

Dive  deep  into  how  the  extra  functional ity  ( i f  any )  wil l  display  on  the  

f ront -end  and  how  an  user  wil l  interact  with  i t

Try  to  portray  module 's  back -end  and  functions

Don `t  try  to  save  t ime .  The  more  ref ined ,  the  more  accurate  quote  you  wil l  get  +  you  can  

always  refer  to  the  original  specs  i f  there  i s  any  doubt  along  the  project  

Think  about  which  payment  and  shipping  gateway  you  wil l  

be  using



617  600  6661  

or  email  us  at  

sales@ i senselabs .com  

W W W . I S E N S E L A B S . C O M

Communication should always be HOT. 
That is, honest, open, and two-way. (Dan Oswald).  

Thank You!


